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President’s Corner

by Karen L. Jania

Dear Fellow Archivists,

This is my last writing as President.  My two-year term expires this June, at the meeting in Mackinaw City.
This conference will mark the fiftieth anniversary of  the Michigan Archival Association.  There will be a

reception on Thursday to celebrate this half-century event. We will celebrate in style at the Lighthouse and hope
to have T-shirts to commemorate the event.

If  I am not mistaken, we are one of  the oldest - if  not the oldest - state archival associations in the country.
Please join us in Mackinaw City on June 11-13, 2008 to celebrate this occasion as well as to participate in the
informative and educational sessions that will be presented. Registration packets will be mailed out to the
membership within the month and there will be information on the website as well <http://www.maasn.org/>.

These past two years, the “Harvey Challenge” has guided the Board in its decision making process.  One of
the goals was to involve graduate students from the archives program at Wayne State and the University of
Michigan in MAA.  The creation of  a “Student Session” has been one way to get students involved in the annual
conference. These sessions allow the membership to find out what the current students are learning and
experiencing in their archives program, and it allows students the opportunity to present and share their
knowledge to fellow archivists.

MAA has also created an award of  $500 to be dispersed to the School of  Information at the University of
Michigan and at the Archives and the Library and Information Science Program at Wayne State University.  The
award at the U of  M has been set up for five years, with awards presented for the past two. In three years the
award will re-evaluated.  Progress is still being made with Wayne State to award the same money to their
program.

The Board has also been trying to take the lead on educational outreach.  We are in the process of  polling
local repositories as to the educational needs they would like to see in the form of  a workshop.  Thanks to
Marcus Robyns and Erik Nordberg, there have been educational workshops in the Upper Peninsula for several
years.  It is time to do the same for the lower part of  the state.

The web page will continue to be a vehicle for communication to the membership. This coming year we
hope to add additional information and resources for members. There will also be a link for students to post any
archives work that they want to share.

Mark gave us many other challenges, and we are taking them very seriously. My focus is on the students. I
will continue to mentor them and urge them to get involved in conferences, be it MAA, MAC or SAA. They are
the future of  archives; we need lead the way.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for their support these past two years.  I have
enjoyed the position of  President and will miss the Board meetings very much. I wish Brecque Keith and the
new Board members all the best.

Sincerely,
Karen L. Jania
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Detroit Tigers History on Display
By Sharon Arend
Director of  Archives and Historical Documents
Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives
E-mail:  Sharon.Arend@ilitchholdings.com

Thousands of  Detroit Tigers baseball fans who attended Tigerfest on January 12, 2008 had a rare opportunity to
view Tigers memorabilia that is part of  the Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives.  Each year during the event, Director of
Archives and Historical Documents Sharon Arend develops a historic display to showcase the rich history of  the team.

The Tigerfest event was held at Comerica Park
in heated tents and offered fans a variety of
activities, including the opportunity to meet with
their favorite players and get their autographs.  The
historical exhibition was installed in an un-used Pro
Shop where it could be protected from the
elements and secured.  The historic display featured
many pieces of  memorabilia from the Tigers
collection, which is part of  a centralized archives of
the businesses (past and present) owned by Mike
and Marian Ilitch.  Such items as Gold Gloves
presented to Bill Freehan and Al Kaline were on
display, along with a Sporting News MVP glove
earned by Eddie Mayo in 1943.  A uniform worn by
left-handed pitcher Hal Newhouser, with the
patriotic patch worn on the sleeve of  the jersey
during World War II, created a lot of  interest.  The
baseball glove and shoes worn by Eldon Auker in
the mid-1930s were a nice complement to the 1934
and 1935 World Series programs displayed.  There
were bats galore from such popular players as Al
Kaline, Willie Horton, Gates Brown, Larry
Herndon, Don Wert and current players Magglio
Ordonez, Pudge Rodrigues and Placido Polanco.
Additionally, a series of  photos and text panels
chronicled the one hundred-plus years of  Tigers
history.

A special display paid tribute to Justin
Verlander and his no-hitter pitched last season on
June 12, 2007.  It was the first no-hitter at
Comerica Park and the first one by a Tiger since
Jack Morris in 1984.  One of  Verlander’s game-worn jerseys and pair of  shoes from the 2007 season were displayed,
along with photos of  the other four Tigers who previously hurled no-hitters:  Jack Morris, Jim Bunning, Virgil Trucks
and Pat Mullin.  Also on display was the pitcher’s rubber used during Verlander’s history-making game.  Arend had the
baseball operations crew dig it up after the game.

The Detroit Tigers team is a charter member of  the American League, which formed in 1901.  Yet, the oldest item in
the archives is a scorecard from 1887 – the year the team won the World Series title when they were part of  the National
League.  Since Mike Ilitch purchased the team in 1992, the archives has grown.  The entire Ilitch Family is very
committed to history and preservation and their business has one of  the very few corporate archives around.  Since it is a
private archives, it is always exciting to be able to share some of  it with the general public, and the Tigerfest exhibition
was a great opportunity to do so.
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New Director for Michigan State
University Archives & Historical Collections
By Portia Vescio
E-mail: vescio@msu.edu

The Michigan State University Archives & Historical Collections is
pleased to announce that Cynthia Ghering began work as the new
director on January 28, 2008.  Cynthia replaces Fred Honhart, who
retired as director earlier in the month.  Cynthia comes to MSU from the
Ohio Historical Society, where she had been working as the Assistant
Director of  the Curatorial and Collection Services Department.  Her
department in the OHS was responsible for the acquisition, cataloging,
digitization, online access, interpretation and educational outreach of  the
Society’s print, manuscript, audiovisual, history, natural history and
archaeology collections.  The department generated over $4 million in
grant funding to programs that support the teaching of  history through
primary sources.  Though she came to Michigan from Ohio, Cynthia
does have Michigan roots; she received her MS in Information from the
University of  Michigan in April 1999.

Historic Tigers memorabilia on display during Tigerfest on
January 12, 2008.   Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives
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Michigan Collections

Archives of  Michigan
Michigan Department of  History, Arts and Libraries
Michigan Library and Historical Center
702 W. Kalamazoo Street
Lansing, MI 48913
(517) 373-1408
Fax: (517) 241-1658
E-mail: archives@michigan.gov
Web: http://www.michigan.gov/archivesofmi
Hours: M, Th 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
            Tu, W, F 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

The Archives of  Michigan has launched an EAD
Finding Aids site.  It includes six EAD guides as of  this
writing but continuous additions will occur.

The initial guide for the Michigan Military
Establishment records is a highlight.  It is the result of a
2007 National Historical Records and Publications
(NHPRC) grant titled “Thank God for Michigan.”  This
grant seeks to uncover time and cost effective methods of
digitizing historical records and making them accessible
online.  Central to the project are uploads of  large
amounts of digitized, original records with minimal meta
data attached.  The EAD finding aid serves as the guide to
the collection, linking to images of  individual documents
(Search the Second Michigan Infantry to find examples of
actual documents online).  The Archives is in the process
of  loading all 75,000 Civil War related
images from the state collection.

Special thanks to the University of
Michigan for providing DLPS servers and
the XPAT search engine for the project!

By Mark Harvey, State Archivist

****************

The Michigan Precinct Results
Database is online!  Researchers can now
readily access Michigan election statistics
for the years 1992-2004.  The data can be
searched by year, county, office, city and
township. One can also view color-coded
GIS maps that show party majority by
county.  Additional data for the years
1970-1990 can be downloaded but is not
searchable.   The Archives of  Michigan
collaborated with the San Diego
Supercomputer Center to make this site

possible.  The project was part of  the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission’s Persistent Archives
Testbed (PAT) project, a multi-state initiative to investigate
new and effective methods of  preserving electronic data.

Archived State of  Michigan web pages can now be
searched online!  The Michigan Government Web
Collection includes web pages created by the Executive,
Legislative and Judicial branches since December 2006 (A
link for accessing earlier pages is also included.).  To access
the information, point your browser to <http://
www.archive-it.org/collections/418>.

The Archives of  Michigan has acquired new offsite
storage.  Effective June 2008, additional space will be
available for 37,000 cubic feet of  materials.  This brings the
Archives of  Michigan’s total capacity to 111,000 cubic feet.

By Bob Garrett, Archivist

****************

The Archives of  Michigan has acquired a landmark
photo collection.  These images by Lansing commercial
photographer R.C. Leavenworth provide a striking visual
journey through Michigan history.

The Leavenworth collection is the largest and most
comprehensive historical photograph collection of  Lansing
in existence—an estimated 200,000  negatives which trace

Riding steel up the Bank of  Lansing during construction, 1930.
From the R.C. Leavenworth Collection, Archives of  Michigan
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Bentley Historical Library
The University of  Michigan
1150 Beal Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2113
(313) 764-3482
Fax: (313) 936-1333
Web: http://www.umich.edu/~bhl/
Hours: M-F 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
September to April: Sa, 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
March to April: W 6:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.

International Events:
The past year has been a busy one on the

international front.  In June 2007, a delegation from the
Bentley Library was invited to China to meet with
Chinese colleagues at a conference on University Archives
Management held at the Peking University.  Both Nancy
Bartlett and Francis Blouin presented papers.  Earlier in
September 2006, Nancy Bartlett presented a paper on
archival journals in Shanghai at a seminar organized by
the Shanghai Municipal Archives.

In October 2006, Francis Blouin and William
Rosenberg of  the University of  Michigan Department of
History attended the conference, “The Archivist and
Historian: Cooperation in the Context of  Contemporary
Scholarship and Culture” at the European University in St.
Petersburg, Russia.  Several Bentley archivists participated
in two sessions of  a joint seminar on university digital
records with the Institut Nationale du Patrimoine.  The
first session, held in Ann Arbor in November 2006, was
attended by University Archives and Records Program
archivists Nancy Bartlett, Nancy Deromedi, Greg Kinney
and Brian Williams and School of  Information students
Kyle Connor and Lanel James.  In April 2007, Francis
Blouin, Nancy Bartlett, Nancy Deromedi and Kyle Connor
traveled to Paris to participate in the second session.  In
September 2007, Blouin and Bartlett attended a conference
on digital archives management at the University of
Aalborg in Denmark.

Making the Bentley Available Online:
The Bentley Historical Library continues its work in

mounting finding aids online in EAD format.  As of  this
date, the Library has placed 1,731 finding aids online with
about six hundred retrospective finding aids remaining to
be marked and mounted on the internet.  The Library’s
printed holdings will eventually be scanned into the
Google database as part of  a larger project at the
University.  The first step is to barcode each printed
volume linking the book to its MIRLYN catalog record.
With about 22,000 done so far, the project is one-third
completed.

Digital Initiatives:
In September 2007, the Bentley Historical Library

hosted a two-day workshop on “The Development of
Case Studies for the Effective Management of  University
Digital Records.”  Funded by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, the workshop was attended by representatives
from over two-dozen academic archives.  The workshop
has resulted in a new initiative to offer online reports on
working solutions for born-digital records.  These reports
will be mounted on a new Campus Case Studies portal
hosted by the Society of  American Archivists.  For more
information, consult the Society of  American Archivist
website <http://www.archivists.org/>.

Detroit Observatory:
Since 2005, the Detroit Observatory has been a

division of  the Bentley Library.  In 1854, the astronomical
observatory was built, at the urging of  the university’s first
president, Henry Tappan, as the first step to transform the
University of  Michigan into one of  the first research
universities in the country.  Prior to this time, the

Lansing’s history from the dirt roads of  its pre-capital days,
through its boom into a major industrial city and
automotive capital, and throughout the twentieth century.

R. C. Leavenworth began photographing lumbering
and mining operations in northern Michigan in the 1890s.
In 1919, Lansing industrialists, including Harry Harper,
founder of  Motor Wheel Corporation, convinced
Leavenworth to relocate to Lansing, believing that Lansing
needed a commercial photographer to document the rise of
industry in the town. Leavenworth Photographics, Inc. is
still in operation today.  Owner Roger Boettcher, who
began working  at Leavenworth Photography in 1956, has
donated the historical collection.

The collection is particularly strong in industrial
photographs, companies such as Oldsmobile, Christman
Construction, and Motor Wheel Corporation being some
of  Leavenworth’s most frequent clients.  But the hallmark
of  the Leavenworth collection is its wide scope.  A glance
through the 3,500  digitized images shows a vast array of
subjects: the construction of  Olds Tower, 1920s jazz bands,
Diamond Reo factory workers, displays of  women’s fashion
in downtown department stores, the 1931 inauguration
parade for Governor Wilber Brucker – to name a few.  The
negatives in the collection have been deteriorating and work
has begun to digitize the collection.

By Lisa Sparks, Leavenworth Project Intern
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curriculum had been based entirely on the classics, rather
than emerging scientific study.  Upon completion, the
Detroit Observatory became the first scientific laboratory
on campus.  For more information on the Detroit
Observatory, consult the Bentley Historical Library’s
website at <http://bentley.umich.edu/observatory/
index.php>.

The Observatory has undergone many changes in its
lifetime, including a major renovation in 1997-98, guided
by Patricia “Sandy” Whitesell.   Sandy was appointed the
director and curator of  the Detroit Observatory in 1998.
She died in 2006 after a lengthy illness.  To commemorate
her passing, the Library, with the University of  Michigan
Museum Studies Program, is sponsoring three annual
lectures.  The first, delivered in March 2007, was by Alice
Greenwald of  the World Trade Center Memorial
Foundation.  It was titled “Passion on All Sides:  Planning
a Memorial Museum at Ground Zero.”  On March 13,
2008, Harold Skramstad, Director Emeritus of  The Henry
Ford, discussed “An Agenda for American Museums in the
21st Century.”  For future events, consult the website at
<http://www.umich.edu/~ummsp/events.htm>.

Recent Acquisitions:
Lillian Gill Papers, 1950s-2007.  Ms. Gill is an

African American businesswoman from Grand Rapids,
Michigan.  She has been a national leader in the Order of
the Eastern Star and in African American Baptist Church
organizations, particularly New Hope Baptist Church of
Grand Rapids.  The Lillian Gill Collection (6.0 linear feet)
is composed of  the following series:  “Biographical and
Personal,” “Business Career,” “Political and Community
Interests,” “Order of  Eastern Star, Free and Accepted
Masons,” “New Hope Baptist Church and Other Baptist
Organizations” and “Photographs.”  The great bulk of  the
collection details Gill’s Masonic responsibilities and her
activities with her church and with her denomination
through regional bulletins, brochures, programs and
announcements.  A smaller portion of  the collection
relates to her varied business endeavors as an insurance
underwriter and as a salesperson with Amway.

James and Sybil Irwin Family Papers, 1815-1987,
bulk 1832-1946.  The Irwin families were among the early
residents of  Sharon Township, Washtenaw County,
Michigan.  The collection (6.3 linear feet) documents the
activities of  several generations of  Irwin family members,
beginning with James and Sybil Irwin. James and Sybil’s
papers (1832-1869) include letters received from family and
friends in New York State.  The letters and diary of  one of
their sons, John E. Irwin, document his service with
Company C, 20th Michigan Infantry, during the Civil War.
The letters of  another son, James Leman Irwin (killed
during the siege of  Petersburg), concern his service with

Company F, 20th Michigan Infantry.  A transcription of
the diary of  another family member, William B. Irwin of
Delhi Township, Ingham County, describes his service with
Company H, 26th Michigan Infantry.  The pre- and post-
Civil War career of  John E. Irwin is also documented,
including his involvement in veterans’ affairs.  The letters
and diaries (1891-1920) of  sister Harriet S. (Hattie) Irwin,
describe, in part, her years as a teacher in Nevada.  Letters
written by the sons of  John E. and Amy Rice Irwin, Fred
C. Irwin and Max H. Irwin describe their activities
prospecting for iron in northern Minnesota in the period
of  1890-1891.  There are also letters (1903) that describe
the life and work activities of  Max Irwin aboard a Great
Lakes ship.  Other subjects documented include life at the
family home in Grass Lake, Michigan, activities of  the
North Sharon Methodist Episcopal Church and general
family matters.  The collection also includes poetry, school
materials, postcards, clippings, land deeds, financial records
and photographs.

Michigan Land Use Institute records, 1995-2007.
The Michigan Land Use Institute, now headquartered in
Traverse City, was founded in 1995 to promote
environmentally sensitive land use in northern Michigan.
The institute uses local programming and local and
statewide political lobbying to establish an approach to
economic and physical development that strengthens
communities, limits suburban sprawl and protects
Michigan’s natural resources.  The Michigan Land Use
Institute records (47.0 linear feet) contain materials dating
from the Institute’s inception in 1995 through 2007 and
originating from a number of  different offices and
administrative units.  The record group contains
documentation of  the Institute’s work in such areas as
Great Lakes oil and gas drilling, transportation planning
(including the Traverse City bypass), smart growth,
sustainable agriculture, Whitefish Point protection,
wetlands and water quality and school siting as a factor in
sprawl.

L. Brooks Patterson Papers, 1975-2007.  L. Brooks
Patterson has been Oakland County Executive since 1992
and served as Oakland County Prosecutor before then.
He has long been a leader in Michigan’s Republican Party.
The first installment of  his papers (5.0 linear feet) consists
of  speeches (including formal addresses, political speeches,
celebratory talks and appearances at roasts), opinion
articles written for local newspapers, letters to the editor,
press releases, various subject files relating to his career in
Oakland County and videotapes.

Lawrence N. Steinberg Papers, 1936-1969 and 1996.
This collection has recently been opened for research.
Larry Steinberg was a career labor organizer and officer,
originally on behalf  of  retail clerks in New York and later
with the Teamsters Union in Ohio.  While working for the
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Retail Wholesale Department Store Union, Steinberg
helped organize the 1944 Montgomery Ward strike in
Detroit.  In 1956, Steinberg was appointed Personal
Representative to the Teamsters Union’s General
President.  In this position, he served Teamsters General
Presidents Dave Beck and James R. Hoffa.  Steinberg’s
papers (1.3 linear feet and 18.0 oversize volumes) contain
scrapbooks recounting his activities (1936-1944) and the
activities of  the national Teamsters Union (1956-1969); a
biographical sketch written by his son, Detroit attorney
Richard L. Steinberg; court transcripts of  the U.S. v. James
R. Hoffa (1962); congratulatory correspondence and
photographs.

By Marilyn McNitt
E-mail: mmmcnitt@umich.edu

Ford Motor Company Archives
Dearborn, MI

In January of  2007, Ford Motor Company Archives
received its first truckload of  records from the Ford Motor
Company of  Canada Archives, and several more arrived
soon after.  The previous year Ford of  Canada decided
that in order to better preserve its archives and improve
access to the collection, the archives in Canada should be
transferred to Ford Motor Company’s archives in
Dearborn.  The Processing Team dedicated almost one full
year to processing the collection, finishing over three
hundred cubic feet of  records.  Several hundred more
cubic feet remain to be processed, but a box inventory was
created in order to make the material accessible for
requests in the interim.  The collection documents Ford of
Canada’s history from its incorporation in 1904 to the
twenty-first century and has added a variety of  valuable
resources to the Archives’ collection.

Also in 2007, the Archives agreed to take temporary
custody of  thousands of  historical negatives belonging to
Ford’s Still Image Library.  Consisting of  negatives
documenting Ford Motor Company’s history from the
early twentieth century to the 1950s, they include
important early images of  Henry Ford and Ford Motor
Company.  These early negatives include nitrate, acetate
and color negatives.  They were rapidly deteriorating in
their less than ideal room temperature storage
environment.  When their condition was brought to the
Archives’ attention, a variety of  solutions were considered,
and a revised version of  the preservation system
developed by the Smithsonian Center for Materials

Cover of  a AAA Michigan Triptik made around 1951-1952.
From the Collections of  The Henry Ford ID 87.135.942
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Joint Archives of  Holland
Hope College
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, MI 49422-9000
(616) 395-7798
Fax: (616) 395-7197
E-mail: archives@hope.edu
Web: http://www.hope.edu/resources/arc/
Hours: M-F 8:00 a.m. - Noon, 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Research Education (SCMRE) was employed.  The
necessity of  this action was further brought to light when
looking through the negatives.  Irreparable deterioration of
at least several negatives had occurred between 2000 (when
they had been digitized) to 2007.  The negatives were
transferred to the Archives and stored in a large upright
cooler that had been moved to the Archives for this
purpose. Before storage, the negatives were inventoried
and transferred to acid-free boxes.  These boxes were
individually wrapped in two large, resealable plastic bags
with two matte boards between the two plastic bags to
absorb condensation.  This solution will slow down the
negatives’ deterioration until a more ideal alternative is
reached.

During 2007, the Archives’ new collections
management system, MINISIS, was installed and became
an integral aspect of  the Archives’ processes.  The Archives
Team had spent many months investigating system
possibilities and then tailoring the MINISIS database to fit
its specific needs.  After a period of  adjustment, the system
is now a central tool for all aspects of  our archival work,
from accessioning to research to a thesaurus system. Like
many repositories, the Archives was dependent upon a
number of  legacy databases to provide access to its
holdings.  This new system has provided us with almost
“one stop shopping” for all of  our collections management
and research needs.

The Archives worked with the Records Management
team to help manage records issues related to the
company’s plant idlings.  Many of  these manufacturing
locations had maintained their own local files documenting
significant products, events and people.  As a result of  the
idlings, the Archives has received a variety of  these kinds
of  records from the plants. We now have a more complete
history of  our manufacturing operations than ever before.
This collaboration is scheduled to continue into 2008, so
we are looking forward to adding to our plant-related
holdings this year.

The Archives continues to work closely with the
Benson Ford Research Center of  the Henry Ford, both on
research requests and the transfer of  collections to the
Benson Ford Research Center so that the public can have
access to many of  Ford Motor Company’s historical
records.  In addition, in 2007, the Ford Motor Company
Archives and Benson Ford Research Center began a
collaborative project with the San Diego Supercomputer
Center to capture Ford Motor Company’s public website.
Eventually, archived versions of  Ford’s website will be
made available to the public at the Benson Ford Research
Center.  Web capture has become particularly important in
preserving a record of  Ford Motor Company’s history,
since so many of the previously published materials are
now available exclusively on the web.

In January, the Archives said goodbye to our valued
team member John Bowen. John and his family made the
decision to relocate to Arizona, and although we will miss
him, we wish John continued success in his new home state.

By Laura Sullivan

Collections News
The Joint Archives of  Holland has received many new

collections and additions to others.  New accessions include:
····· 19th century Jenison area records (15.00 linear ft.)
····· Additional Civil War letters of  Willem Roon
····· Letters and photographs of  Rev. Enne Heeren (1842-1878),

the first missionary (India, 1872-1877) from Hope College
(class of 1867)

····· Prep School and college papers and photographs of  Ale
Buursma, one of  six men that graduated in Hope College’s
first classes

····· Rev. Samuel Hofman missionary papers (Chiapas, Mexico)
(10.50 linear ft.)

····· Clarence P. Dame papers (6.00 linear ft.)
····· Ann DeYoung missionary papers (China and Oman) (7.00

linear ft.)
····· Sonja Stewart papers (13.50 linear ft.)
····· First Reformed Church of  Zeeland records (3.00 linear ft.)
····· Second Reformed Church of   Zeeland  records  (40.00

linear ft.)
····· Original sermons of  Rev. John R. Mulder

Staff  News
Geoffrey D. Reynolds continues to write and has

published articles concerning the pleasure boat building
industry in Holland, Michigan.  Recent articles include:
····· “Skipper-Craft.”  Classic Boating.  140.  November/

December 2007.  38-41.
····· “Skipper-Craft Boats.”  Joint Archives Quarterly.  Vol.17

No. 2.  Summer 20007. 1-4.
····· “Holland Boat Builders.”  Urban Street Magazine.  June/

July 2006.  6-7.
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(Michigan Collections Continued on page 20)

Michigan State University
University Archives & Historical
Collections
101 Conrad Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824-1327
(517) 355-2330
Fax:: (517) 353-9319
E-mail: msuarhc@msu.edu
Web: www.msu.edu/unit/msuarhc/
Hours: M-F 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.; 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

The University Archives & Historical Collections
(UAHC) is working with the cataloging department from
the MSU Libraries to get our serials collection cataloged
and available through the library catalog and OCLC.
Previously, a list was only available in-house.  The UAHC
currently has over one thousand serials titles.  These
include major MSU publications like the yearbook, course
bulletin and alumni magazine.  The UAHC also maintains
smaller serials, such as departmental newsletters and
student handbooks and publications.  Library employees
Joshua Barton and Sonnyte Ghenene are cataloging the
collection.

The UAHC has also been working with the Digital and
Multimedia Center (DMC) in the MSU Libraries to help
digitize the Cooperative Extension bulletins.  The project
was begun by the Cooperative Extension Service and
continued by the Libraries.  The UAHC has been providing
the DMC with issues that are not a part of  the Cooperative
Extension Service’s back library.  The digitized copies are
made available through the MSU Library Catalog at:
<http://magic.lib.msu.edu/>.

By Portia Vescio

Membership Has Its Privileges

Have you renewed your MAA membership?
It’s quick and easy!  Write your check for $20.00, payable to
the Michigan Archival Association, and mail it to:

Michigan Archival Association
c/o Kristen Chinery
Walter P. Reuther Library
5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202

Do you know people who would like to become new
members?   They can join the same way!  New members
should also fill out the membership form, available on
MAA’s web site.  This form can be accessed directly at
<http://maa.hypermart.net/MaaMembershipForm2008.pdf>
or more indirectly by going to MAA’s home page
<www.maasn.org>, choosing “Membership” from the left
navigation menu and then scrolling down to the “How to
Join” section.

MAA members include professionals who care for
archival collections throughout the state; paraprofessionals
and volunteers who are involved in preserving historical
documents, records and other archival collections, and
members of  the public who are interested in preserving
our state’s historical resources. Membership benefits
include an Open Entry subscription, a copy of  the MAA
membership directory and professional development
through reduced rates at conferences and workshops.
Come join us – and be a part of  Michigan’s friendly,
progressive archival community!

He has also presented the following papers at
conferences:
····· “War Production on the Home Front in Holland,

Michigan: An Oral History Project” at Michigan in
Perspective, 49th Annual Conference on Local History,
Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, April 2007.

····· “Built Along the Shores of  Macatawa: The History of
Boat Building in the Holland, Michigan Area, 1837-
2006” for the North American Society for Oceanic
History, Manitowoc, Wisconsin, June 2006.

By Geoffrey Reynolds

Call for Nominations for
Your MAA Board Members
Karen L. Jania, MAA President

This is a reminder of  the upcoming elections at the
50th Annual Conference in June.

We will be voting for the following Executive Board
members: Vice-President/President-Elect (4 years),
Secretary (2 years), two 3-year Member-at-Large positions,
and one 1-year Member-at-Large position.

If  you are interested in running for any of  these
positions, please send an e-mail message with a short bio
to Brecque Keith, Vice President and Chair, Nominations
Committee, <ac8756@wayne.edu>.
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Interview with Incoming MAA President,
Brecque Keith
By Brecque Keith and Bob Garrett

Note:  This year’s annual meeting in Mackinaw City will signify a transfer of  responsibility.  Current MAA
President Karen Jania will finish her term, and current  Vice President Brecque Keith  will then take the  reins.
I requested this interview (conducted via e-mail), and Ms. Keith readily agreed.  I’m hoping that it will serve as
a sort of  introduction – allowing members to “get to know” their incoming President. – Bob Garrett, Editor

Q:  Tell us a little bit about your background.

I was born in Saginaw, Michigan. No, really!  My father initially was a timekeeper for the Chevrolet plant in Saginaw, and
he was promoted to a buyer in the mid-1960s. He bought raw materials for the casting plants. Saginaw had quite a few
plants that built castings for car engines. He worked for General Motors his entire career. My mother was an educator and
worked for a time as a reading specialist. She really enjoyed that and was an excellent educator.

Q: Where did you go to school?

Delta College, Northwood University and Wayne State University.  My undergraduate degree is in Business
Administration, and I have an associate degree in Hotel and Restaurant Management. I specialized in Management.  I
attended the Library and Information Science Program (LISP) at Wayne State University and also earned an Archival
Certificate.

Q:  Where do you work?

I work at the Walter P. Reuther Library of  Labor and Urban Affairs, home of  the largest labor collection in North
America. Our repository is called a “library,” because Walter Reuther wanted all of  the union members to feel comfortable
coming here to do research.  He didn’t feel that the word “archive” would be recognized by as many people as the word
“library,” so he chose the more familiar term. We are an archive.

Most of  the archivists in our building work with the documents of  one union, sometimes as many as three. I am the
university archivist, responsible for collecting the history of  Wayne State University. Wayne State traces its beginning to
1868, with the establishment of  the Medical School.  My collection is located at “the Reuther” (everyone’s nickname for
our building), because the building is an archive and as such, provides the consistent environment archival items require.

Q:  What is the best part of  your job?

Probably helping people find the information that they are looking for. I love to do research as well and, of  course, love
to process – you cannot be an archivist and hate to put items in order!

Q:  Why did you decide to run for Vice President/President-Elect?

I didn’t run, really. I was nominated by our current President, Karen Jania, and it was my honor to accept.

Q:  What are your strengths as President? What do you “bring to the table?”

People skills are one of  my first strengths. I really listen to people when they talk, and they seem to find that valuable.
I bring a strong work ethic to everything I do. All of  the MAA Board members are strong, hard-working professionals,
and I’m proud just to be counted in their number.
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Q: What would you like to accomplish during your term as President?

I’d like to increase student involvement in the organization, because it was such a comfortable first professional
experience for me. Networking isn’t easy, and it’s just like writing, really - you have to practice! I served last year as
Conference Coordinator and cannot tell you how many registrants I convinced to attend the reception at the Bentley.
Imagine, all those archivists working in the field able to offer their insights!

 In addition to continuing the focus of  our current President with regard to the regional chapters, scholarships and high
level of  communication with the membership, I would like to make a difference at some level in the amount of
collaboration occurring in the archival, records management and Information Technology fields.  Specifically, I’d like to
cross-educate all the professionals who need knowledge of  digital records. All three professions need to speak the
specialized languages of  each field in order to solve the dilemma of  preserving digital records. Someone has to champion
this collaboration, and MAA may be able to provide a louder voice, so to say.

I’d love to collaborate with the Society of  Ohio Archivists, and have a joint meeting in Toledo, perhaps in 2009.  We were
tossing it around last year in Ann Arbor, and I thought it was a pretty good idea. Let’s see what the membership thinks.

Q: What does MAA do really well?

Michigan Archival Association brings the latest archival knowledge to our membership every year during the annual
conference. We have a great many members who work as archivists but have had very little formal training in the field.
The Program Committee ensures that there are programs to appeal to all levels of  expertise and areas of  interest.

MAA has always been a “grass roots” organization, committed to providing professional knowledge to the average
person working in the field - someone who may not have institutional support to attend MAC or SAA conferences. I
began my involvement with MAA as a student. It was an easy first foray into the world of  the professional archivist and
is just a very comfortable organization to be part of.

We are constantly endeavoring to be a better organization. We survey our membership every year at the conference and
compile the results of  these surveys.  We discuss them in the post-mortem meeting, which is held no more than a month
after the actual conference. Those board members most directly involved in planning and executing the conference meet
and discuss what went well and what didn’t.  We listen to what everyone tells us and make changes whenever possible.
MAA is truly an organization that listens to its membership.

Q: What do you like best about being in MAA?

The people, of  course! I know that at least once a year I can see my
colleagues and catch up with them: listen to their struggles and
accomplishments, ask a few questions, answer a few—the people
always make anything better, if  that makes sense. I look forward to
talking to everyone as much as I do attending the sessions and
updating my knowledge.

Q: What do you want the membership to know about you and
about the board?

The board is made up of  really excellent professionals who are very
generous with their time and their skills. Many MAA members who
have served on the board previously continue to help those of  us
currently serving. It’s quite obviously a group effort and a wonderful
endeavor.

Me, well I’ve talked about me enough for one article, don’t you think?
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Celebrate Fifty Years of
MAA in Mackinaw City!
Wednesday-Friday  June 11-13, 2008

By Jennifer Thomas, MAA Conference Coordinator
E-mail: jthomas@albion.edu

The 2008 Michigan Archival Association Conference will be held in Mackinaw City on Wednesday, June 11
through Friday, June 13. We’ll be meeting at the Northpointe Inn Hotel and Suites, overlooking the Straits of
Mackinac and situated off  the coast of  Lake Huron.

The Program Committee has worked hard to put
together another fabulous group of  sessions.  Topics will
include the handling of  sensitive and odd reference
requests, how to become a published archivist, do-it-
yourself  exhibits, institutional projects driven by new
technologies, collaborations and consortiums, outreach,
and oral history programs. Individuals from the University
of  Michigan’s School of  Information will also present on
their experiences with archival theory and practice as
students of  the archives and records management
specialization.

Likewise, the Local Arrangements Committee has
scheduled some great events.  They’ve arranged tours of
Fort Michilimackinac, the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter
Mackinaw and Marshall’s Fudge & Candy Company.
Meeting attendees can participate in the archaeological dig
at Colonial Michilimackinac on Wednesday.  Finally, the
Local Arrangements Committee has organized an extra
special fiftieth anniversary reception!  This will take place
on Thursday at the Old Mackinac Point Lighthouse, and
we can all tour the Lighthouse exhibits and climb the
tower.  The band Topaz will play string music, and Audie’s
Restaurant will supply hors d’oeuvres.

Our keynote speaker is William H. Gnodtke,
Chairman of  the Mackinac Bridge Authority Board. Mr.
Gnodtke will share with us the thrilling story of  “The
Mackinac Bridge: Fifty Years and Beyond” – going from
the bridge’s inspiration to its inception and up to its own
fiftieth anniversary last year!

A block of  rooms has been reserved for MAA at the
Northpointe Inn for Wednesday and Thursday nights, June
11 and 12. Reservations may be made by calling 1-800-576-
2842.  Be sure to ask for the MAA conference rate ($62.95-
68.95 per night + taxes). The full conference program can
be viewed on the MAA website <http://maasn.org/>.
Expect to receive your registration packets in the mail at
the end of  March. For additional meeting information,
please contact the Conference Coordinator, Jennie
Thomas, at (517) 629-0487 or e-mail: jthomas@albion.edu.

So, get your calendars out, and save June 11-13,
2008 to join us in Mackinaw City!

Fort Michilimackinac, 1961.  Courtesy Archives of  Michigan.

Souvenir
Viewbook of
Michigan,
about 1956.
From the
Collections of
The Henry Ford
ID 86.13.27.9
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MAA Thanks
The Bentley
Historical Library

The Bentley Historical Library is an
MAA institutional member and sponsor
of  the 2008 annual meeting.  We thank
the Bentley for its generous contribution
to Michigan’s archival community.

For more on the Bentley Historical
Library, we encourage readers to visit
their web site at <http://
bentley.umich.edu/>

Parade in Mackinaw City, 1954.  Courtesy Archives of  Michigan.

The MAA Annual Meeting
Always Includes a Raffle!

This year’s raffle on Thursday at lunch will feature at least
eleven great prizes in addition to the Grand Prize:
····· Archival supplies from Hollinger Corporation
····· Photographs:  Archival Care & Management by Diane

Vogt-O’Connor
····· Bundle of  SAA publications, including Thinking

Digital…A Practical Session to Get Started! by Gregory
Colati and Arranging and Describing Archives and
Manuscripts by Kathleen D. Roe (part of  Archival
Fundamentals Series II)

····· Historic Photos of  Detroit by Mary Wallace
····· Starbucks gift card
····· History of  Grand Rapids gift basket
····· Bath & Body Works gift basket
····· 6 bottle set of red wine
····· 6 bottle set of white wine
····· Baseball signed by Justin Verlander, the pitcher of  the

first no hitter at Comerica Park, June 12, 2007.  He is
only the fifth pitcher in the Detroit Tigers’ 100+ years
to pitch a no hitter.  Courtesy of  Illich Holdings.

····· Bundle of  publications by MAA authors, including
East Lansing:  Collegeville Revisited by Whitney Miller, The
Civil War Memoirs of  a Virginia Cavalryman and The
Badax Tigers:  From Shiloh to Surrender with the 18th

Wisconsin Volunteers by Tom Nanzig, and Images of
America: Rome (New York) by Portia Vescio.

We expect to receive additional prizes between now
and the day of  the raffle, so check your conference
packets for a complete list when you arrive!  Raffle tickets
for these prizes are $1 each, or six for $5; purchase
however many tickets you want and put them towards
your favorite prizes!  Proceeds go towards the annual
MAA contribution to Michigan History Day and the
MAA Scholarship Fund.

The Grand Prize this year is the C2™ by Herman
Miller.  The C2 is an environmentally friendly, energy
saving desk top appliance that enables individualized
temperature control of  your work space.  At the touch of
a button, the C2 provides a personal stream of  cooling or
warm air (65 -101° F), of
which the user can control
the direction and speed.
The C2 uses about 90%
less energy than a typical
space heater, while
offering both heating and
cooling functions, and has
a GREENGUARD
certified and reusable
HEPA filter.  This item
will be at the Conference
and must be taken home
by the winner.  Tickets
for the C2 are $5.
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In a 1976 Open Entry issue, MAA founder Philip Mason
reflected on the event.  He stated that “there was little
cooperation among the archival institutions in 1958; in fact,
an atmosphere of  competition was much more in
evidence.”  Even so, the 1950s was a time of  growth for
archives, according to Mason.  He noted that the State of
Michigan launched a new archives and records
management initiative during that decade, while several
universities also developed university archival programs.
“As archival programs proliferated without any overall
theme or scope,” wrote Mason, “it was recognized that
there was a need to develop and identify special spheres of
collecting to coordinate existing programs, or, at the very
least, to provide a forum where archivists in Michigan
could meet and discuss mutual problems.”

For MAA, it all began on Friday, November 7, 1958 –
the first day of  Wayne State University’s first Local History
Conference.  In the Archives of  Michigan, within the
Michigan Historical Commission records, there is a letter
(dated October 1, 1958) from Philip Mason of  Wayne State

University to Geneva Kebler
(now Geneva Kebler
Wiskemann) of  what was
then called the State
Archives.  Mason includes a
description of the upcoming
Local History Conference.
He notes that “the Friday
[Nov. 7] meeting is to be
devoted to archival
problems.”  He also
identifies two scheduled
speakers:  Lewis Vander
Velde of  the Michigan
Historical Collections (the
forerunner of  the Bentley
Historical Library at the
University of  Michigan) and
Henry Beers of  the National
Archives.  In his 1976 article,
Phil Mason listed those
Friday attendees as

How Neat!  How Nifty!  MAA Turns Fifty!

By Bob Garrett
Archives of  Michigan
E-mail: garrettr1@michigan.gov

In November 1958, Dwight Eisenhower was in the White House, and Elvis Presley was in the Army.
Meanwhile, in Detroit, Michigan, a new group met for the first time.  This group would become the Michigan
Archival Association.   Today, MAA lays claim to being the U. S.’s first statewide organization for archivists!

“representatives of  the Burton Historical Collection,
Clarke Historical Library, William Clements Library,
Archives of  American Art, Ford Archives, Marquette
County Historical Society, Michigan Historical Collections,
Michigan State University, State Archives, State Library,
Western Michigan University and Wayne State University.”
Mason notes that he attended as a representative of  Wayne
State University.  He also identifies James Babcock of  the
Burton Historical Collection and Robert Warner of
Michigan Historical Collections as being present.  Geneva
Kebler most likely attended as a member of  the State
Archives.

I’m aware of  no pre-1964 records for what would
become the Michigan Archival Association.  Philip Mason,
in 1976, stated that Michigan archivists continued meeting
annually at the Local History Conference.  He noted that
the meetings offered sessions and speakers on archival
topics.  Mason also noted that, at some point, these
archivists began calling their group “The Committee of
Michigan Archivists and Librarians.”   Finally, Mason
recalled that the Committee held some meetings outside of

Geneva Kebler (now Geneva Wiskemann), archivist at the
State Archives, 1959.  Courtesy of  Archives of  Michigan

Philip Mason, Wayne State
University, about 1960.  Later,
the Director of  the Walter P.
Reuther Library.  Courtesy of  the
Walter P. Reuther Library
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the Local History Conference – “to discuss matters of
special concern and to plan cooperative projects.”  (Mason
described several of  these projects, which generally
involved publications of  various bibliographies and
directories.)

The Archives of  Michigan houses the official MAA
records.  The earliest document reports on an October 16,
1964 meeting of  “Michigan Archivists and Librarians” at
Wayne State University.  Attendees included William
Alderfer (Historical Society of  Michigan), James Babcock
and Alice Dalligan (Burton Historical Collection), Marvin
Cain (Michigan State University Museum), John Cumming
(Clarke Historical Library), Bruce Harding and Geneva
Kebler (State Archives), Esther Lougin (State Library),
Wayne Mann (Western Michigan University) and Philip
Mason and Stanley Solvick (Wayne State University).  The
report refers to the committee as an “informal group” and
notes that it had “met often in the past.”

The group met again on January 15, 1965 at the
Kellogg Center on the Michigan State University campus.
This meeting appears more formal, as Philip Mason is
identified as “acting chairman” and the minutes note that
Geneva Kebler was appointed secretary.  Other attendees
included Robert Warner, Marvin Cain, Bruce Harding,
Esther Loughin, Wayne Mann, George May (Editor,
Michigan History) and Doris Williams (Wayne State
University).

The January 15, 1965 minutes note that “Dr. Robert
Warner suggested that the committee may have outgrown
its informal beginnings.”  Interestingly, Warner suggested
that it become a committee of  a more formal organization,
such as the Historical Society of  Michigan.  This idea re-
emerged in the next meeting, held on March 12th in Ann
Arbor.   The minutes reflect that “Mr. William K. Alderfer,
Director of  the Historical Society, stated that he personally
thought it would be desirable for this committee to be
made a standing committee of  the Society and suggested
that a proposal be directed to the Board of  Trustees prior
to their forthcoming meeting in April.”  Geneva Kebler
then composed a follow-up letter to Alderfer, describing
the Committee’s activities and noting its desire to be
attached to the Historical Society.  The next mention of
the matter occurs in the Committee minutes of  May 21,
1965.  These minutes merely state that “Mr. Alderfer
requested also that the Committee prepare a more detailed
proposal to the Trustees of  the State Historical Society
regarding the Committee’s affiliation with the Society.”
The next minutes – of  a September 17, 1965 meeting –
contain no mention of  the matter.  After that, I found a
two-year gap in the records.

The next recorded meeting occurred July 27, 1967 at
Mather High School in Munising.  The minutes reflect that
Herbert Brinks of  Calvin College was now Committee

Chairman.  Brinks “called for a motion to formalize the
new organization of  archivists and librarians.”  The motion
passed.  Brinks, Geneva Kebler and John Cumming  were
then elected to a new committee.  They were charged with
drafting a constitution and proposing a new name for the
organization.

A new resolution was then passed at the next meeting
– held in Petoskey on September 23, 1967.  The resolution
specified “Michigan Archival Association” as the
organization’s name.  It further stated that MAA’s purpose
was “to promote the welfare of  historical research
collections in Michigan, to promote the conservation,
preservation and use of  Michigan’s historical collections, to
increase and disseminate knowledge of  the research
materials available and to foster new historical knowledge.”
MAA was to have two officers – a Chairman and a
Secretary – although the resolution also stated that “other
assistants and heads of  committees may be elected and/or
appointed.”  The officers were to be elected in the spring –
at an annual business meeting.  Later records indicate that
this first annual business meeting was held in Ypsilanti in
the spring of  1968.  Herbert Brinks seems to have been
formally elected Chair.  Apparently, Brinks stayed in the
office past spring of  1969.  (Perhaps there was simply no
meeting and thus, no opportunity to elect a new chairman.)
The minutes of  the September 19, 1969 meeting at the
Clarke Historical Library indicate that Wayne Mann of
Western Michigan University succeeded Brinks at that

Herbert Brinks of  Calvin College, in 1968 became the first
elected Chairman of  the Michigan Archival Association.
Courtesy of  Heritage Hall, Calvin College
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time.  (Mann is listed in the minutes as “President,” but
officially, his title would have been Chairman.)

In a letter dated February 2, 1970, Wayne Mann wrote,
“we should give serious thought to a more formal
organization which would set qualifications for
membership and collect dues.”  He addressed the letter to
Herbert Brinks (then director of  the Historical Society of
Michigan), William Combs (Michigan State University) and
Warner Pflug (Wayne State University).  He asked
them to try and judge members’ consensus and then,
if  favorable, to oversee the writing of  a new
constitution.  The three met in Ann Arbor the next
month to complete the first draft.  After some
suggestions by Wayne Mann, Robert Warner and Phil
Mason, the new document was submitted – and
ultimately approved – at a membership meeting in
Ann Arbor on May 15, 1970.

With this constitution, MAA certainly became a
more formal organization.  The constitution called
for at least two meetings each year.  The spring
meeting was to include “a program of  general appeal
to the members” and also a business meeting, in
which elections would be held.  The constitution
stated that the fall meeting “may be a symposium
focusing on specific subjects or on special
workshops and institutes of  interest to the
membership.”  Another section provided for
membership dues.  MAA would now have a
President, rather than a Chairperson, and Presidential
terms were to last two years.  The constitution also
provided for one other officer – a Secretary/
Treasurer – and three executive board members.
Elections were held in Ann Arbor, and William

Combs became the first to hold the title of MAA
President.  Herbert Brinks was elected Secretary/
Treasurer, while Mary Bobbitt (Methodist
Historical Collections in Albion), Fraser Cocks
III (Michigan Historical Collections, University
of  Michigan) and State Archivist Dennis Bodem
were elected to the executive board.

From that point, MAA essentially became the
organization that we know today.  Naturally, it
has undergone some changes.  A newsletter, Open
Entry, was added in 1974, with Mary Jo Pugh of
the Bentley Historical Library serving as the first
editor (Pugh was elected MAA’s first woman
President that same year.).  In 1977, MAA
President Patricia Bartkowski (Walter P. Reuther
Library) proposed that MAA publish a
membership directory.  Patricia Hudson (Monroe
County Historical Commission) compiled the
data for that first directory, which was published
later that year.  In 1980, MAA President Martin

McLaughlin (Michigan State Archives) arranged with State
Archivist David Olson to designate the State Archives (now
the Archives of  Michigan) as the official repository of
MAA’s records.  In 1982, MAA, under President Francis X.
Blouin (Bentley Historical Library) incorporated with the
State of  Michigan as a nonprofit organization.  The
Association held its first meeting in the Upper Peninsula in
1987, during the term of  President Paul Conway (then at

William Combs, Michigan State University archivist, circa 1976.
Combs was the first MAA leader with the official title of  President,
elected in 1970.  (Before him, the position was called “Chairman.”)
Courtesy of  Michigan State University Archives & Historical Collections

Mary Jo Pugh was the first Open Entry editor, as well as Michigan
Archival Association’s first woman President. (She became both in 1974.)
She is shown at the new Bentley Historical Library, University of
Michigan, September 1973.  Courtesy of  the Bentley Historical Library
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the Gerald Ford Presidential Library).
Specifically, the meeting was held at Michigan
Technological University in Houghton.  This
meeting is also significant in that it was MAA’s
first two day meeting (All previous MAA
meetings were one-day affairs.).  MTU Archivist
Theresa Sanderson Spence became President in
1988.  Under her tenure, the membership passed
a revised constitution and bylaws.  Fred
Honhart (Michigan State University), Patricia
Bartkowski (Walter P. Reuther Library) and
Frank Boles (Clarke Historical Library)
comprised the committee that drafted the
documents.  These more greatly defined board
member responsibilities and procedures.  Under
this constitution, the Board consisted of a
President, a Vice President/President Elect, a
Secretary-Treasurer and six board members
(The Secretary-Treasurer position divided into
two positions – Secretary and Treasurer – in
1991).  MAA held its first international meeting
in 1990, under President William Mulligan
(Clarke Historical Library).  Windsor, Ontario
was the locale, as MAA collaborated with both
the Society of  Ohio Archivists and the
Southwestern Ontario Archivists Association to
arrange the event.  In 1992, under President
Frank Boles, the board elected to hold meetings
only once annually.  In 1998, MAA celebrated its
fortieth anniversary in Kalamazoo, where past
Presidents were honored.  Meanwhile, Tom
Nanzig (then at Bell and Howell Information

and Learning) succeeded Mark Coir (Cranbrook
Archives) to become the new MAA President.

Now, ten years later, we find ourselves again
reflecting on our past.  Again, our annual meeting
will acknowledge a landmark anniversary and as in
1998, we’ll also change Presidents (Brecque Keith
of  the Walter P. Reuther Library will succeed Karen
Jania of  the Bentley Historical Library).  MAA has
established a long tradition and a right to be proud
of  it.  Personally, I have been on the executive
board for four years now and have really enjoyed
the experience.  I hope you will all join us in
Mackinaw City as we revisit some memories and
also embrace the future.  The past is prologue, and
the best is yet to come!

 Frank Boles (on right), Director of  the Clarke Historical
Library, served on the Michigan Archival Association’s
committe to revise the constitution and bylaws in the late
1980s.  He served as MAA President from 1992 to 1994.
Courtesy Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University
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Michigan Collections
(Continued from page 11)

Awards and Grants
Two online tools developed by the Michigan

Technological University Archives and J.R. Van Pelt
Library were recently accorded honors by the American
Association for State and Local History (AASLH). The
organization’s Leadership in History awards committee
presented a 2007 Award of  Merit to the MTU Archives for
its “Interior Ellis Island” and “Keweenaw Digital
Archives” web projects.

Developed with grant support from the Michigan
Humanities Council, the sites provide remote access to
rare historical resources that explore the rich ethnic and
cultural history of  Michigan’s Copper Country. The
“Interior Ellis Island” site, online at <http://
ethnicity.lib.mtu.edu/>, includes content examining local
regional ethnic history, while the “Keweenaw Digital
Archives,” online at <http://digarch.lib.mtu.edu/>
provides access to more than 3,000 historical photographs
from the MTU Archives’ collections.   The AASLH awards
committee commended the project for its publicly-
accessible web resources, and was particularly impressed by
the way that the sites encourage users to investigate and
learn about the region’s rich culture and history.

The National Endowment for the Humanities has
awarded a $4,979 Preservation Assistance Grant to the
MTU Archives. The grant will allow the Archives to
purchase specialized equipment and supplies to ensure the
preservation of  historical records documenting the history

of  Michigan’s historic copper mining district.  In addition
to the purchase of  supplies and the installation of
technical equipment, the project will develop ongoing
procedures to monitor and respond to changes in
environmental storage conditions that could endanger
historical documents. The project is expected to take
twelve months to complete.

Acquisitions
Recent accessions to the collection include the

research notes and photographs collected by local maritime
historian Don Nelson.  The Nelson Maritime Collection
contains detailed research on Great Lakes lighthouses and
U.S. Coast Guard installations, as well as much of  Nelson’s
published articles on these and other maritime topics. The
nine cubic feet of  material was donated by Nelson’s wife,
Barbara, following her husband’s death in December 2006.

Also recently opened is the Bill Stewart Collection,
detailing the work of  this local mining engineer and
entrepreneur.  Stewart was directly involved in mineral
exploration and mining developments in Houghton and
Keweenaw Counties from the 1950s through the 1990s.
The twelve cubic foot collection includes detailed
corporate and technical files relating to the Keweenaw
Venture of  the Homestake Mining Company in the mid-
1970s, and several mineral projects in the 1990s - including
MichCan, the Michigan Copper Company, Peninsula
Copper Industries, Great Lakes Minerals and several viable
copper sulfide ore deposits.

The Archives also acquired research materials
associated with a series of  sociological surveys
documenting attitudes and migration of  students from
schools in rural Ontonagon County. The surveys were
conducted in 1957/1958, 1968 and 1974 by research staff
of  Michigan State University. Although some of  the
project’s general files and reports are available for research,
access to much of  the raw survey data is restricted due to
issues of  privacy for survey respondents. Scholarly
researchers may request access to statistical data following
the Archive’s general privacy policy.

The John MacInnes Papers have also been improved
through donations by his family, in particular his wife Jerry
MacInnes. The collection now spans MacInnes’ student
years as a goalie for the University of  Michigan, through
his retirement from Michigan Tech athletics, including his
time as a pro in the International Hockey League. Among
other things, the collection documents the 1960s and
1970s, when the Michigan Tech hockey team was at its

Michigan Technological University
Archives and Copper Country
Historical Collections
J. Robert Van Pelt Library
1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton, Michigan 49931-1295
(906) 487-3209 Fax: (906) 487-2357
E-mail: copper@mtu.edu
Web: http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/
Hours:
•  Fall/Spring - M, F 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Tu, W, Th 12:00
noon - 5:00 p.m.
•  Summer - M 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Tu, W, Th 12:00 noon -
5:00 p.m.; F 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
•  The department is closed for major holidays and university
closures. Researchers are advised to call in advance of  arrival
to ensure access.
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zenith. The finding aid for this collection may be viewed at
<http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/specific.aspx>.

Programs
Staff  of  the MTU Archives have partnered with a

variety of  other local heritage and municipal organizations
to begin advance planning for the centennial of  the 1913
Michigan copper miners strike. The nearly year-long strike
by members of  the Western Federation of  Miners is one
of  the most significant events in Copper Country history.
Current ideas include historical exhibits, tours of  historic
sites connected to the strike’s significant events, publication
of  books and web content, a memorial ceremony on the
centennial of  the Italian Hall tragedy and many other
public events across the region.

By Julia Blair

Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives
7400 Telegraph Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301
(248) 851-1100 ext. 3137
Fax: (248) 851-1187
E-mail: franklinarchives@tbeonline.org
Web: http://tbeonline.org/Rfranklinarchive1

The Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives at Temple Beth
El in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan is continuing its very
popular Jewish History Detective Lecture Series.  In 2008,
the series will feature Let’s Shop! and A Tale of  Two Cities. In
June, Let’s Shop! will examine the influence of  Jewish
merchants and real estate developers on the local retail
market.  In December, A Tale of  Two Cities will study the

response of  the Jewish communities in Detroit and
Charleston, South Carolina to the Civil War.

The Jewish History Detective Lecture Series originated
in 2007 by the Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives’ Director,
Jan Durecki.  It was originally conceived as a series of
celebratory events to mark the Archives’ twenty-fifth
anniversary. These interesting and unique sessions explored
the history of  Jewish Detroit.  Among the topics covered
were The Improved Order of  Red Men: Detroit’s Jewish Indians;
The U.S.O., World War II and Jewish Detroit, and A Layman’s
Retrospective of  Minoru Yamasaki’s Synagogue Architecture.  The
free lectures were open to both the Jewish and non-Jewish
communities.  They were very well-received, and it is with
great enthusiasm that the Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives
will again sponsor this look into local Jewish history.
Questions?  Contact Jan Durecki at the Rabbi Leo M.
Franklin Archives 248-851-1100, ext. 3137 or
franklinarchives@tbeonline.org.

By  Jan Durecki
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Ukranian-American
Archives and Museum
11756 Charest Street
Hamtramck, Michigan 48212
(313) 366-9764
E-mail: ukrainianmuseum@sbcglobal.net
Web: http://www.ukrainianmuseumdetroit.org/index.html
Hours: M - F, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

The Ukrainian-American Archives and Museum
<www.ukrainianmuseumdetroit.org> is the only
organization collecting  and preserving archival
documentation on Greater Metropolitan Detroit’s
Ukrainian community.  It’s located at 11756 Charest Street
in Hamtramck, Michigan.

The museum’s collections are used in permanent and
changing exhibits. They consist of  artifacts and archival
material that were donated by various community
members.  There are over 25,000 books, biographies,
photographs, ephemera, newspapers, maps, films, oral
histories, vinyl records, programs of  various exhibits and
performers and other documents.  Some highlights include
documents of  Dr. Mary Beck, the first woman president
of  the Detroit City Council, and the documented works of
the Bandurysty Chorus, which traveled the world and
preserved Ukrainian folk songs and bandura instruments.

The Museum’s upcoming events are: the exhibit of
“Vasile Avramenko, the Legacy of  Ukrainian Dance” with
a grand opening in the atrium at Warren City Hall on May
16th at 7 p.m. and a Gala Ball on November 22, 2008 at the
Ukrainian Cultural Center, Warren, Michigan. For further
information, please call 313-366-9764.

By Gregg Trendowski, Archivist

The Benson Ford Research Center continues to present
The Henry Ford Ideas and Innovations Lecture Series
during 2008.  For more information, visit our website,
<http://www.thehenryford.org/research/events/
default.asp>

· Thursday, January 10 – 7pm, Life with Bucky: Stories from
a 30-year Collaboration; Thomas Zung, partner for 30
years in the architectural firm Fuller, Sadao and Zung.

· Monday January 21 – 9am, With Liberty and Justice for All
Annual Symposium; Clayborne Carson, professor of
History at Stanford University, with Linda Parker,
director of  the Michigan Department of  Civil Rights.

· Saturday March 1 – 1pm, Edison on Innovation: 102
Lessons in Creativity for Business and Beyond by Alan
Axelrod, author.

· Saturday March 15 – 10am, Quilting Genius 2 Forum;
Panel of  experts on Southern culture, quilting and
creative art: Mary Elizabeth Johnson Huff, Dr. Denise
Davis-Maye, Dr. Marsha MacDowell and Britten
Stringwell.

· Saturday March 15 – 2:30pm, Hanging by a Thread; Fran
Faile, textile conservator at The Henry Ford.

· Saturday June 14 – 9am-5pm, Automotive Literature and
More Sale.  Benson Ford Research Center (Free
admission).

· Saturday June 14 – 1pm, Driving Women: Fiction and
Automobile Culture in Twentieth Century America; Deborah
Clarke, author; Cosponsored by Technology and Culture.
Greenfield Village (Free with admission to GV).

· Thursday July 10 – 7pm, A Tasty Experience with “Doc
Choc”: Dr. Patrick Fields (aka Doctor Chocolate),
Michigan’s resident expert on all things chocolate
(accompanied by chocolate tasting and cash bar).  Henry
Ford Museum (Fee and pre-registration required; tickets
are limited).

· Thursday-Saturday July 17-19, The World of  the Model T
Conference; Cosponsored by T-Plex, Society of
Automotive Historians and Technology and Culture (Fee
and pre-registration required).

· Saturday September 6 – 9am-5pm, Automotive Literature
and More Sale.  Benson Ford Research Center (Free
admission).

The Henry Ford
Benson Ford Research Center
20900 Oakwood Boulevard
Dearborn, MI 48124-4088
(313) 982-6020
Fax: (313) 982-6244
E-mail: research.center@TheHenryFord.org
Web: www.TheHenryFord.org
Reading Room Hours:  M-F, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

· Sunday September 7 – 1pm, The Model T: A Car for the
Great Multitude; Robert Casey, curator of
Transportation at The Henry Ford (includes
booksigning of  The Model T: A Centennial History).
Greenfield Village (Free with admission to GV).

By Terry Hoover

John Burroughs, Henry
Ford, Thomas Edison
in Ford Model T, 1914.
From the collections of  The
Henry Ford ID P.O.2572
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Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-4024
Fax: (313) 577-4300
E-mail: reutherreference@wayne.edu
Web: http://www.reuther.wayne.edu/
Hours: M-Tu 11:00 a.m. – 6:45 p.m.

W-F 9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.

The Walter P. Reuther Library received the 2008 John
Sessions Memorial Award for its online resource: “No
Greater Calling: The Life of  Walter P. Reuther, 1907-
1970.”  Reuther’s life is chronicled in “No Greater Calling,”
which includes a biography of  Reuther, over six hundred
photographs in a searchable database, print and audio
speeches and a teachers guide for the fifth through eighth
grades that meets state and national classroom standards.
The American Library Association (ALA) offers the John
Sessions Memorial Award to libraries or library systems
that have recognized the history and contributions of  the
labor  movement  toward  the  development  of   the
United States.

The Reuther is also pleased to announce several
collection openings.  The AFSCME Public Policy
Collection, 1968-1981 [5.0 linear feet] contains records
from the AFSCME Department of  Public Policy Analysis.
Materials cover a wide range of  policy and legislative issues,
including state economics, conditions for mental health
care workers and deinstitutionalization.  The Reverend
James Drake Collection, 1961-1977 [5.0 linear feet]
contains material related to Drake’s activities as an
organizer for the United Farm Workers Union, when he
worked closely with Cesar Chavez.  The American
Federation of  Teachers (AFT): Oregon Federation of
Teachers, 1974-2004 [2.0 linear feet] documents the
activities of  the OFT, primarily in the Portland area.
Orange County Interfaith Committee to Aid the Farm
Workers, 1980-1989 [2.0 linear feet] contains material
related to this branch of the National Farm Workers
Ministry.  NFWM brings together national denominations,
state councils of  churches, religious orders and
congregations and concerned individuals to act with farm
workers to achieve fundamental change in their living and
working conditions.

Paul Neirink joined the Reuther staff  this winter as the
Digital Resources Specialist.  Paul previously worked as a
research librarian for an ethnohistorical consultant firm.

By Kristin Chinery

University of  Michigan
Special Collections Library
711 Hatcher Library
Ann Arbor, MI  48109-1205
(734) 764-9377
Fax: (734) 764-9368
E-mail: special.collections@umich.edu
Web: http://www.lib.umich.edu/spec-coll
Hours: M-F 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Sat   10:00 a.m. – noon

The University of  Michigan Special Collections
Library has acquired two major collections of  written,
illustrated, recorded and photographic materials pertaining
to the artistic career of  Orson Welles.  Together, the
collections total some one hundred linear feet of  archival
material and are scheduled to form a cornerstone of  a new
archival project, “Visionaries of  the Stage, Radio and
Screen” that is being developed by the Library.

The first collection came from Ms. Oja Kodar,
Welles’s companion during the last twenty years of  his life
(and for artistic purposes, his collaborator for much of
that time).  This collection spans his entire career from his
first film, Hearts of  Age (1931), onward.  However, in terms
of  screenplays, business records and correspondence, it is
heavily concentrated around projects completed during the
twenty-seven years following Touch of  Evil (1958), as well as
unfinished television and film projects from late in his life. 

The second collection was acquired from the heir of
Richard Wilson, an actor and business partner of  Orson
Welles in the 1940s.  Wilson went on to direct several of
his own films.  The Wilson Collection includes
correspondence, photographs, treatments, reviews and
scripts related to Welles’s and Wilson’s theatrical, radio and
film work produced between 1936 and 1947.  Some of  the
more notable items include original drafts of unproduced
films, such as Heart of  Darkness, as well as notable released
films from the forties, such as The Magnificent Ambersons
(1942), The Stranger (1946) and The Lady from Shanghai
(1948).  There are also original documents pertaining  to
Citizen Kane (1941)  and  hundreds of   letters  from
listeners following the historic “War of  the Worlds”
broadcast of 1938.

By Julie Herrada
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MAC Scrapbooks Symposium
By Sue Panak
Hugh A. and Edna C. White Library, Spring Arbor University
E-mail: spanak@arbor.edu

When I told someone I was going to a scrapbook workshop for several days, they thought I was going to spend the
time “cropping” (i.e., trimming photos) at a “crop” (i.e., an event where scrap bookers meet and share ideas).  This
person also thought that I would be putting my acid-free stickers on my acid-free paper to make beautiful memories in a
memory album (complete with page protectors) to last one thousand years.  This was not the case when I attended the
Midwest Archives Conference’s 2007 fall symposium:  Scrapbooks: Care, Preservation and Access.

The symposium, held at Cranbrook Educational Community in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, featured experienced
speakers addressing a variety of  scrapbooking topics.  The topics included scrapbooks and archival studies, care and
preservation of  scrapbooks, and description and access.  I will now review a couple of  the sessions.

Susan Tucker, co-author of  The Scrapbook in American Life (published in 2006) appropriately was the symposium’s
initial presenter.  She described how archivists’ opinions on scrapbooks have changed.  At one time, she said, many
archivists would have pitched them upon receipt.  She noted that many archivists now appreciate scrapbooks, because the
artifacts pasted to the pages often have research value.  Susan Tucker applied the Records Contiuum Model to
scrapbooks for effective management of  these collections of  ephemera.  For more information about this session and a
further understanding of  the history of  scrapbooks in American life, settle down with a copy of  her book.

Jennifer Teper, Conservation Librarian from the University of  Illinois Libraries, presented her case study on
prioritizing scrapbooks for preservation and conservation.  The five hundred scrapbooks held in the University of
Illinois Archives were being used by researchers to write about a scrapbook’s creator, by genealogists to learn about their
ancestors and by leaders of  student organizations to learn about the history and administrative information of  their
organization.  Jennifer used a Microsoft Access database to assess each scrapbook.  Each scrapbook was rated according
to values for overall condition, bindings, supports, adhesives and materials contained therein.  The scrapbook in need of
the most repairs took two weeks to conserve - more than a week longer than anticipated.  With time being a concern, it
was decided to perform less extensive repairs on the remaining scrapbooks.  Some of  the most common preservation
measures addressed were:  reattaching the front hinge with book cover, re-pasting loose items with reversible wheat-
based paste, using acid-free paper folders to house loose items (when there seems no way to logically determine the
original location), and putting loose photographs in sleeves and returning them to the found location.  After her
presentation, participants were able to view some of  the scrapbooks from the collection.

Additional activities for this symposium included breakout sessions with case studies for discussion and digitization
and a presentation by Scott Schwartz on Archon, his platform for archival description and access.  MAC has once again
presented a topic of  great value to today’s researchers.

The World of  the Model T International Conference
July 17-19, 2008, Dearborn and Detroit, Michigan
Announcement from MAA listserv 3/12/2008

In 2008, the “Car of  the Century” turns 100.  Celebrate this landmark event by attending The World of  the Model T -
International Conference, July 17-19 in southeastern Michigan.  Two full days of  programming will satisfy auto historians and
enthusiasts of  all persuasions.  Discuss, listen, and explore presentations on the impact and influence of  the Model T
Ford in the United States and the world.  Spend a day with expert guides visiting historic sites associated with the Model
T story. Enjoy a full day of  presentations and programs at The Henry Ford, including a closing banquet in Greenfield
Village.

Plan now to attend this once-in-a-lifetime celebration.  Registration information can be found at <http://
www.thehenryford.org/events/modelT/conferences.asp>

“The World of  the Model T” Conference is sponsored by The Model T Automotive Heritage Complex (T-Plex),
The Henry Ford, the Society of  Automotive Historians, and Technology & Culture, journal of  the Society for the History of  Technology.
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Conference on “Interdisciplinary Perspective on
Archives and the Ethics of  Memory Construction.”
By Julie Herrada
University of  Michigan, Special Collections Library
E-mail:  jherrada@umich.edu

On May 2-3, 2008 the School of  Information and the University Library at the University of  Michigan, Ann Arbor
are co-hosting a conference on “Interdisciplinary Perspective on Archives and the Ethics of  Memory Construction.”
<http://memoryethics.org>

Participants will explore interdisciplinary perspectives on the relationships between archives, professional ethics and
responsibilities, power relationships, social justice, and contemporary and historical accountability. Building upon an
emerging body of  scholarship and praxis, invited speakers will offer theoretical and concrete examples of  the roles
archives play in shaping the present and the past.

Despite claims to impartiality, archival responsibilities are increasingly being seen as having broader social
significances beyond records curatorship and management of  the institutions where records are kept. This is especially
true in the context of  the burgeoning interdisciplinary field of  memory studies and the recognition that archives play a
critical memory construction role, as well as within the context of  wide-ranging social and legal systems where archives
are highlighted in connection with human rights and social justice imperatives. An exploration of  the ethical
responsibilities and dilemmas of  archivists and the archives, as active shapers of  societal memory, demands concentrated
examination. This conference will facilitate a cross-disciplinary and international dialogue on the ethics of  memory
construction, and explore ways in which key challenges, lessons and critical knowledge will continue to be identified,
assembled, and shared.

We have assembled an impressive array of  archival and other voices to examine these issues:
• Fatma Müge Göçek (Associate Professor, Department of  Sociology and the Program in Women’s Studies, University
of  Michigan)
• Verne Harris (Project Manager, Centre of  Memory and Dialogue, Nelson Mandela Foundation)
• Margaret Hedstrom (School of  Information, University of  Michigan)
• Barbara Madison (Michigan-based Native American research and genealogy consultant)
• Noel Solani (Heritage Resources Manager, Nelson Mandela National Museum. Formerly Research Coordinator,
Robben Island Museum)
• James Steward (Director, University of  Michigan Museum of  Art)
• Gudmund Valderhaug (Project Manager, Hordaland Regional Archives; Associate Professor, Faculty of  Journalism,
Library and Information Science, Oslo University College, Norway)
• David A. Wallace (School of  Information, University of  Michigan,)
• Frank H. Wu (Dean and Professor of  Law, Wayne State University Law School)

Ample time for discussion and reflection has been scheduled to ensure dialogue, debate, and consensus building.
Best regards and hoping to see you in Ann Arbor in early May!

It’s Up: Lone Arranger Online Community
Announcement from NEA announce listserv, 2/27/2008

<http://lonearrangers.ning.com> This site has many features, including places to put images and videos.  There’s
a forum section. We are likely to add an external wiki that would be linked to this site for resources.  Any lone arranger
may join – we have group settings to allow for regional groups to discuss issues.  At present we have a Boston group and
New England group.  More to come, I’m sure.  For example, I’d like to see a set for academic settings or museums, etc.
Please contact me if  you have any questions.  If  others are interested in this concept for non-lone arrangers, great!  Let
me know, as these things interest me.  Thanks to Christina Zamon from Emerson for helping make this happen.

Jessica Steytler, Archivist, Congregational Library, 14 Beacon Street, Boston MA 02108, (617) 523 0470 ext. 234

E-mail: jsteytler@14beacon.org
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Remember To Preserve a Piece of  Yourself
By Joyce Cash Fisher
Howell Area Archives
E-mail:  Fisher@howelllibrary.org

Note:  I asked Ms. Fisher why she submitted this
tribute to a woman who, while obviously well
regarded, wasn’t an archivist.  Ms. Fisher
explained that the Howell Area Archives staff
asked her “to write something for Open Entry
which expressed the fact that [Jean Wylie Abbe]
was, in the truest sense, an archivist and how
important it is to preserve not just ‘other people’s
stuff ’ but a piece of  ourselves, as it is our history
which people will be trying to locate tomorrow.”
With that contextual note, I’m pleased to present
the following. - Bob Garrett, Editor

On January 7, 2008, the community of  Howell,
Michigan lost a wonderful lady who taught many,
throughout her life, the importance of  a giving heart.
In her lifetime, Jean Wylie Abbe taught elementary
school, was a wife and mother, raised a family, worked
the farm and cared for an aging parent.  She was a 4-H
leader, Youth instructor at her church, member of  the
Forgotten Man Ministries and a businesswoman. She
loved her farm and opened it to the Handicap horse
riding program and Project Red, which introduced
about 650 children to farm life each year.  Her home
had an open door policy:  everyone was welcome for as long as they needed to stay.  She was an honored volunteer this
year by Farm Bureau for her service and dedication.

Jeannie always had something up her sleeve but it was not until attending visitation for this seventy-one year old
jewel, did we find out what a special gift she left behind.  The funeral home was lined with story boards reflecting her
life. A video played of  Jean growing up, her family, her children, her grandchildren, her horses, events at the farm,
church activities and her critters. A board filled with her racing credentials since her very first trip to the track mapped
her smile year after year.  We were able to take a stroll through her life in pictures and memorabilia.

At the memorial service, her niece read Jeannie’s autobiography – from the eighth grade.   In it she described her
feelings on the birth of  her two brothers, whom she thought weren’t “much” at first. She wrote about summertime fun,
a particular Easter morning when she and her brother both got baby chicks, school, home and friends.

What a legacy she has left behind for her children, grandchildren and future generations.  They may not have met
her, but they will surely know her.  Jeannie was sometimes ribbed by her family that she “wasn’t a housekeeper” or
didn’t throw anything out.  What a blessing for us and for her family that she didn’t.  These treasures might not have
been there to share with us!

Archiving has taken on a new personal meaning.  While we spend our time preserving the history of  the past for
others, we also need to make sure we preserve ourselves for those we will leave behind.  Who wouldn’t want to read the
journals and letters of  their parents and grandparents?  If  we would give anything to read their thoughts, maybe we
should think about leaving our children and grandchildren a few treasures of  our own.

Jean Wylie.  From Wylie Family Collection
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Conference Information
Coordinator: Registration:
Jennie Thomas Kristin Chinery
Albion College Walter P. Reuther Library
(517) 629-0487 (313) 577-8377
<jthomas@albion.edu>  <ac9538@wayne.edu>

Many Thanks to Conference
Committee Members!
Program:
Amy Reimann, Starr Commonwealth, Chair
Rebecca Bizonet, Benson Ford Research Center
Kristen Chinery, Walter P. Reuther Library
Robert Garrett, Archives of  Michigan
Sarah Roberts, Michigan State University Archives &
Historical Collections

Local Arrangements:
Marcus Robyns, Northern Michigan University, Co-Chair
Frank Boles, Clarke Historical Library, Co-Chair
Steve Brisson, Mackinac Island Heritage Center
Bambi Mansfield, Crawford County Library
Kim Van Nuck, Crawford County Library

 Jean’s 8th grade autobiography.    From  Wylie Family Collection

Jean Wylie Abbe and granddaughter, Gretchen.  Taken
by Lois Winegar.   From  Wylie Family Collection

5050505050th Anniversary!th Anniversary!th Anniversary!th Anniversary!th Anniversary!
Wednesday-Friday

June 11-13, 2008

     MAA MAA MAA MAA MAA Annual MeeAnnual MeeAnnual MeeAnnual MeeAnnual Meetingtingtingtingting

MacMacMacMacMackinakinakinakinakinaw Cityw Cityw Cityw Cityw City
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Calendar of  Events: 2008

Michigan Archival Association
Kristin Chinery, Treasurer
Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
5401 Cass Ave.
Detroit, MI 48202

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Photograph Sources
Page 1 – Archives of  Michigan
Page 3 – Karen L. Jania
Page 4 – Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives
Page 5 – Top: Michigan State University Archives & Historical
Collections; Bottom: Ilitch Holdings Corporate Archives
Page 6 –  From the R.C. Leavenworth Collection, Archives of
Michigan
Page 9 –  From the Collections of  The Henry Ford ID 87.135.942
Page 13 – Brecque Keith
Page 14 –  Top: Archives of  Michigan; Bottom: From the
Collections of  The Henry Ford ID 86.13.27.9
Page 15 –  Top: Archives of  Michigan; Bottom: Herman Miller
Page 16 –  Top: Archives of  Michigan; Bottom: The Walter P.
Reuther Library
Page 17 – Heritage Hall, Calvin College
Page 18 –  Top: Michigan State University Archives & Historical
Collections; Bottom: Bentley Historical Library
Page 19 –  Top: Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan
University; Bottom: Michigan Department of  Commerce
Page 21 – Rabbi Leo M. Franklin Archives
Page 22 – From the collections of  The Henry Ford ID P.O.2572
Page 26-27 – From  Wylie Family Collection

April 17-19, Midwest Archives Conference, 2008 Annual Meeting,
Racing Toward the Future (While Distilling the Past), Louisville, Kentucky.
<http://www.midwestarchives.org/>
May 2-3, The School of  Information and the University Library at
the University of  Michigan, co-host a conference on Interdisciplinary
Perspective on Archives and the Ethics of  Memory Construction, Ann Arbor.
<http://memoryethics.org> - See page 25 for description.
May 16, 7:00 p.m., Ukranian-American Archives and Museum,
Vasile Avramenko, the Legacy of  Ukrainian Dance exhibit with a grand
opening in the atrium at Warren City Hall, Warren, Michigan; on
exhibit May 16 - 23.     (313) 366-9764 - See page 22 for description.
June 11-13, Michigan Archival Association, Annual Meeting,
Celebrating 50th Anniversary, Northpointe Inn, Mackinaw City, Mich.
<http://www.maasn.org> - See pages 14-15 for description.
June 27-29, Historical Society of  Michigan, 59th Annual Upper
Peninsula History Conference, Gwinn, Michigan.
<http://www.hsmichigan.org/meetings.php>
July 17-19, The Henry Ford, Benson Ford Research Center, The
World of  the Model T Conference; cosponsored by T-Plex, Society of
Automotive Historians and Technology and Culture (Fee and pre-
registration required).  <http://www.thehenryford.org/research/
events/default.asp> - See page 24 for description.
August 26–30, Society of  American Archivists, Archival R/Evolution
& Identities, San Francisco, California.
<www.archivists.org/conference>
September 26-28, Historical Society of  Michigan, State History
Conference, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

<http://www.hsmichigan.org/meetings.php>
October 26, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.. Michigan Photographic
Historical Society, Annual Photographica Show & Sale, Novi
Community Center, Novi, Michigan.     <http://www.miphs.org>
November 7-8, Midwest Archives Conference, 2008 Fall
Symposium, Digital Preservation, Lawrence, Kansas
<http://www.midwestarchives.org/>


